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About the POU RENEW…

Continued: Strength…weight

The POU RENEW is the official newsletter featuring
Henri Mignet’s designs: Pou-du-Ciel, also known as the
“Flying Flea”, and other designs derived from it. The
newsletter is a source of information for all enthusiasts
who own or love the POU, and who are building, will
build, or have built a Flying Flea.
POU RENEW is published quarterly in January, April,
July, and October. Subscription rates are US $10, anywhere outside the US $15. Overseas subscriptions by
cash or international money order only.
We encourage you to send letters, articles, comments,
needs, etc., to: POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register, PO Box 255, Brodhead, WI 53520-0255. E-mail us at:
pou@indreg.com.
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Correspondence

Strength can be as important as weight

Expired!

Rear strut base.

Front picture of landing gear.

Many thanks to all of you who have sent in their
subscription in support of the POU RENEW! Your
mailing label shows when your subscription expires. If
you have the word expired on your label your subscription is DUE and you risk the chance of not receiving the
next issue of the newsletter. If you would like to receive
the POU RENEW Newsletter, please send your subscription dues to POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register,
P.O. Box 255, Brodhead, WI 53520-0255.
If you move, please promptly inform the POU RENEW. The
USPO informs the POU RENEW with a postage due notice
which is payable by POU RENEW. Informing us that you will
be moving helps keep the subscription rates down.

Photo submitted

Disclaimer: The newsletter is published to provide a common means of communication among builders, owners and historians of Flea style aircraft. The newsletters are a compilation of ideas and data from various sources.Technical material in the
newsletter is for reference and education only and its use is not recommended by the
POU RENEW, nor the newsletter editor, or The Independent-Register publishing
company, nor by any member of the POU RENEW. POU RENEWdoes not sanction,
nor does it accept responsibility for, participation by any member, or other reader, at
any fly-ins, gatherings, or events that may be mentioned herein.

Photo submitted

Photo submitted
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Ultralight project being built by Sgt. James Guy of Irwin, Ohio.
See more photos on back page.
Dear Sirs,
I am building an HM.290E
(E=ultralight). All woodwork is completed, now working on wing folding
fittings.
One thing that has been bugging me
all along are the building notes on first
weight and balance. “Use wood dowels”.
No! WAY OFF. Weight: wood=light
steel=heavy. As you can see from three
pictures enclosed, I am setting up for the
first W&B with electrical steel conduit.
1/2” EMT .710 OD - .28 LBFT
3/4” EMT .925 OD - .45 LBFT

1” EmT 1.170 OD - LBFT
May be slightly variant by manufacturer.
Notice the rear engine cabane strut
base at top longron is slotted and a
wooden dowel inserted for adjustment. Screw clamp around tube.
Front picture of landing gear. Front
landing gear and engine mount are made
of square tube and a short piece of rectangular tubing. Also incorporating ball
rod ends on A-frame for fine tuning of
toe in/out. On the floor. An old padded
soft throne seat makes a good knee saver

when kneeling on concrete floors.
The engine is a Kawasaki 340 2.8 to
1 reduction. 64” IVO quick ground
adjust prop.
Have a scraffing unit from scrap
wood 1/2” scrap on 1/32” works on all
sizes for Flea. Also a hot wire bench
for foam rib fillers.
Can give drawings and pics later if
interested.
James Guy
10065 Irwin Rd.
Irwin, OH 43029
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A letter from the past…
By Geoffrey P. Jones
Flying Flea Fly-In is almost an
anachronism to some. Yet to Flying
Flea people who know a thing or
two about these apparently strange, tandem-winged designs it’s no myth at all.
Take Phil Howell who flew his Mignet
HM.293 from Virginia to Florida and back
for Sun ’n Fun ’93. Is it just because it’s the
centenary year of Mignet’s birth or do I
perceive a major revival of interest in
Henri Mignet and his Pou-du-Ciel or Flying Flea-type homebuilts? If you’d been at
Marennes airfield south of La Rochelle on
the western Atlantic coast of France on the
weekend of August 7-8, 1993 you’d have
no doubt that the infamous Flying Flea
was going through a major revival.
Marennes was the venue for the 100th
anniversary celebration of the birth of
Henri Mignet, the Flea’s designer and
dubbed by many Europeans “the patron
saint of homebuilders”. This year is also
the 60th anniversary of the first flight of
the Mignet HM.14 Pou-du-Ciel in 1933.
The HM.14 became the infamous archetype of many different Flea designs that
Mignet produced before his death in 1965.
Subsequently many of his followers and
compatriots such as Emilien Croses, Francois Lederlin, Claude Piel and many others
were attracted by his two wing, two control
surface, safe and unstallable concept. The
name “Flea” was adopted as a generic
name in Britain during the 1935/36 craze
when the Air League, Daily Express national newspaper, Practical Mechanics magazine and many other august bodies gave
their blessing to this first true European
homebuilt that they thought was to be the
answer to getting the man in the street into
the air at minimal cost. The Marennes Flea
“birthday bash” was the occasion of a Flying Flea Fly-In. Many scoffed at the
prospect of such an event succeeding. The
“Thomases (Ed - as in doubting Thomas)
had egg on their faces at Marennes - or
perhaps flea bites would be more appropriate! Around 45 Flea-types arrived at
Marennes over the weekend, at least two
thirds of them actually flying in. While
many of them were the modern-day version of the Flea (the HM.1000 Balerit ultralight and kitplane, now manufactured
commercially at nearby Saint Romain de
Benet) and some of the Fleas were roaded
in, it was still a tremendous turnout, probably the largest gathering of Fleas anywhere at any time and certainly surpassing
the 14 or so Fleas that assembled at Bri-
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enne-le-Chateau during the Reseau du
Sport de l’Air’s annual international rally
for the 50th anniversary of the first flight of
the HM.14 in 1983.
These modern-day HM.1000 Balerits
are direct descendants of the Fleas of the
1930s in more ways than one. Henri
Mignet died in 1965, never having successfully achieved the commercialization of
his designs after years of trying and wandering around the world. He tried with his
comany SAM at Meaux in France in 1936,
then the following year with the AmericanMignet Aircraft Corporation at PalWaukee
near Chicago, with the HM.280 Pou
Maquis in France at the end of World War
II, then in Belgium, Argentina, Brazil,
Japan, Morocco and finally with Societe
Manche Aeronautique at St-Lo, near Cherbourg. All these valiant attempts by
Mignet to build and sell Flea designs failed
commercially. In the 1980s his dream of a
Flying Flea being built and sold commercially and successfully was eventually realized in France, and close to his home in
the French Departement of CharenteMaritime and with his son Pierre and
grandchildren, Alain, Philippe and Catherine, the four main associates of the commercial company Societe d’Exploitation
des Aeronefs Henri Mignet (SEAHM).
Success for SEAHM has been the result
of incredible effort but sales have now
topped the one hundred mark. This major
boost occurred in May 1992 when the
Armee de Terre (the French Army Air
Force) ordered 24 Balerits for aerial surveillance duties. Four of these have gone to
the 602nd Regiment de Circulation
Routiere at Dijon. Now that the Flea is a
quasi-military aeroplane, Ian Harwood of
Fleaplanes UK, Britain’s latest protagonist
of the Flea design, had some difficulty with
French customs when trying to export his
Balerit from France to England! This Balerit is now in Britain but as yet unflown while
Harwood treads the tedious path of negotiations with the authorities for authorization to fly it. Their memories doubtless still
recall those days of the 1930s when the
“explosion” of Flea completions was
matched by the same growth of Flea accidents, some of them fatal. The infamous
design flaw was partly to blame, the “slot
effect” due to the juxtaposition of the two
wings being partly responsible but also the
lack of control on constructional methods
and materials, people flying with no previous piloting skills and unreliable and
heavy converted motorcycle engines. At
Marennes, Harwood was in deep discus2

sion with the French test pilot who flew
the Balerit there as part of the certification
program for the French Authorities. He
was optimistic that British approval to fly
his Balerit in Britain would come soon. He
cited the safe operation of the 100+ Balerits in France, the military order and also
the flight around the USA last year when a
Balerit that was shipped across the
Atlantic flew in many states including New
York and over the Grand Canyon.
Marennes has been a hot bed of Fleas
(without any itching) and homebuilding
since the 1930s. It is also a hot bed of
homebuilding, with Jean Delemontez (half
of the Joly/Delemontez Jodel team) still
living in the town. Albert Baron, after
whom the aero club is named and founder
of the small 720m (2360 ft) grass airfield at
Marennes, was one of the early post-War
Flea builders. His Mignet HM.293 is still
hanging from the rafters in the hangar at
Marennes as a tribute to the past history of
the place and the Flea. It was originally fitted with a 40 h.p. Salmson radial engine,
later being substituted by a converted VW
car engine. This HM.293 no longer flies but
the Salmson engine flies on in the Avions
Monnereau MG.01 Flea built during the
1980s at nearby Rochefort and now
hangared and flown from Marennes by
Gilbert Monnereau.
The enigma of actually seeing HM.14s
flying - and flying well - made Marennes
something of a time-warp event. To look to
the skies and see up to five of the tandemwing Fleas flying simultaneously around
the circuit brought a lump to the throat
and thoughts to the mind of the first “big”
Flea-meet at Orly in October 1935 when
nine aircraft were assembled and a crowd
of around 15,000 spectators turned up to
see this tiny aircraft that was the “talk of
Paris” at the time. The 1990s version of the
HM.14 benefits from the more modern
technology in terms of materials and
small, lightweight engines. Mignet and his
followers were always at a disadvantage in
the 1930s with small low-powered and
heavy motorcycle engines for their
HM.14s. This was not a problem for
Jacques Laurent and Andre Janoszewski in
their HM.14s at Marennes. Both used high
power-to-weight ratio 40 h.p. Rotax 447
engines. Safety is of the essence these
days. Flea fliers not wanting a repeat of the
1930s reputation, all HM.14 pilots today
seem to wear crash helments for flight and
Janoszewski’s Flea was also fitted with a
ballistic parachute as a further safety
measure.
Continued…

I got the notice of the POU RENEW.
Glad to hear it’s going again. I don’t
think it is necessary to be crazy, however, to a large extent I think it has helped
me. (He enclosed above photo.)
C. Jack McWhorter
619 Ohio Blvd.
Eustis, FL 32726

I’ve been building an HM.14 and
started construction in May 1998. As
you can see in the photograph I’m
about 90% done with my project and
hope to complete it by spring time. I
have a ZSI 22 h.p. engine up front for
power. I am trying to find anyone
building Flying Fleas in Kansas. I am
wondering if mine is the only one
here. I’ve really enjoyed building this
little craft. I am using the NACA
23012 Airfoil and handmade my own
wing rib jig. I hope to get my little
plane in your magazine. I’ve talked to
Buck a few times and found him to be
a true inspiration. If there is anyone
out there who would like to talk Fleas
and/or building the HM.14, drop me
a line.
Jeff McCormick
Apt. # L-2, 2756 South Seneca
Wichita, KS 67217
Please sign me up for the Flying
Flea newsletter.
Keith Kewley
2835 10th St. N.
St. Petersburg, FL 33704-2501

E-mail: pou@indreg.com
Many thanks for going on with the
newsletter. Buck really did a wonderful job; no doubt you will continue
bringing us together. Please note my
subscription ($15) is coming separately by French post bill.
Now forgive me for my English is
very bad—learnt at school many
years ago! I have not built a Pou yet,
because I had not free time and free
room in my house enough, but I hope
those difficulties will be planned
soon. My aim is to build a two-seater
(HM.380 with tricycle gear, foldable
wings, VW powered) in order to take
flying lessons in the airplane before
operating it for myself. I think that
two-seaters have not been developed
as necessary. They could allow to
bring up future amateurs (or pilots
learnt for conventional airplanes)
and to convince them of Mignet’s formula superiority.
Romain Telliez
8, rue Daniel Fery
93 700 Drancy, France

Photos will be
featured in Issue No. 02.

HOORAY! It is good news to know
there will again be a Pou du Ciel
newsletter.
Also enclosed are some pictures
and a letter giving some information
about an interesting project underway in Canada. I hope these may be
of some use to you.
Thank you for your effort to publish
the POU RENEW and the best wishes
for success in this endeavor. A common forum for exchange of information between Pou du Ciel enthusiasts
is much needed.
Dave Isley
12440 Cedar Ave.
Chino, CA 91710
Welcome back to the land of the living. Thank you!
Clint Martindale
7006 SE 52nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97206
7
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I am delighted to hear that the POU
newsletter will restart. I’m sure it is in
very capable hands, spearheaded by
Don Campbell, and I wish it every
success.
Raymond Buckland
4147 Township Road 36
Glenmont, OH 44628-9770
How fine to hear that there will
again be a “Flying Flea” newsletter!
You might publish our “Wefel
Home Page” Internet address
(http://www.mind.net./rmwefel/ind
ex.html), as my HM.360 is known
there, plus others.
Ralph and Elaine Wefel
555-91 Freeman Road
Central Point, OR 97502-2539
Yes, I would like to subscribe to the
POU RENEW! Thank you and all the
best.
Rob Treanor
P.O. Box 72-821
Papakura, New Zealand
Wishing you much success. I plan
to contribute as able. At 74 I probably
don’t have a lot of time left to experiment and build, but I am still at it.
Anthony Cole
3538 Pike Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95834
I have been a fan of the POU since
the 1930s, when I first saw a picture in
the Chicago Tribune Aviation Section
of the POU flying over Sugar Loaf
Mountain.
Good luck on your
newsletter.
Raymond J. Kirk
1116 Harrison Ave.
LaGrange Park, IL 60526

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED Nippoudeuso coil for a
430 Cuyura engine. C.D. Ignition part
#125700.
Jack McWhorter
619 Ohio Blvd.
Eustis, FL 32726
352-357-9834
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Dear Donald,
Although we have not met, I would like
to belatedly thank you for the wishes you
sent to me via postcard from Dunes.
Enclosed is an article I have written. If
you would like to publish it in the POU
RENEW, that’s fine with me. Regards,
Chris Frank

My Flying Flea
BY CHRISTOPHER FRANK

“Why a Flea?” I was recently asked.
Why indeed? As absurd as it may seem, I
have never asked myself this question
before. I never deliberated, never weighed
the merits of one design versus another.
“Sometimes, you see an airplane, and you
know that it is the one for you,” I
answered. Whether my companion
understood my reply or not, I cannot say.
However, I was eminently satisfied with
this response, for it was the truth. Because
of, or despite the Pou’s unconventional
arrangement, I have come to believe that
this is how it is with Pou builders and
admirers. We believe in this design with a
conviction bordering on the messianic.
Like a great work of art, it inspires an
immediate emotional impression.
I first discovered the Pou du Ciel when
I was attending the Academy of Aeronautics in Queens, New York, to obtain my aircraft mechanic certification. The school
library could boast of an extensive technical collection, one that any collector
would envy. One day, I was casually perusing the pages of an old volume of Jane’s.
But wait — what is this strange bird? An
HM.14, it is called? Mignet, Hmmm?
Ungainly, pugnacious, but yet strangely
beautiful. I considered it an interesting
relic of the past, unaware of the existence
of the efforts of individuals worldwide,
intent upon keeping this design very
much in the present.
A few years later. I was leafing through
the pages of a model aircraft magazine,
and came across an article and plans for a
Pistachio-scale HM.280 “Pou Maquis,”
modeled after an aircraft residing in
L’Musee d’Air. This was not the same Pou
du Ciel I remembered. There were more
variants of this type? It was imperative
that I build this model. Once completed, it
flew right off my building board, without
any need of trim or ballast. This model
was later destroyed while moving, sadly so
because it was always my favorite.
A greater surprise was in store for me
shortly after this model building experience. To my astonishment, here was an
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actual flying Flying Flea in the EAA magazine “Experimenter”, built by a man
named Georges Cremieux in Arizona. I
wrote him a long letter congratulating him
on his excellent workmanship, and asked
him many questions about how I could
construct my own. To my delight, he
responded with a neatly typed letter giving
me further direction. I was saddened to
learn that he was later fatally injured in his
aircraft. To paraphrase Paul Pontois, he
died like a true Roman, laying the blame
for the accident upon himself, defending
the honor of his machine and the Mignet
formula.
I did not order plans immediately simply because at this time in my life it was
impractical to build. I was living in a small
apartment in The Bronx, New York City,
and did not have the space or resources to
construct an aircraft. Soon, I inhabited
another string of small apartments as I followed my wife’s career from place to place.
When our lives became more settled, and
we were able to buy a small house in
Queens, New York City, a project became
more feasible. I could now seriously consider a homebuilt, having a tiny basement
workshop and a small garage behind the
house. Shortly thereafter I found Buck
Buckland’s Web site, and subscribed to the
POU REVIEW. Approximately 12 years had
passed from the time I opened that copy of
Jane’s in the school library, to the time I
was ready to build.
I originally was considering constructing an HM.14. The realities and demands
of the airspace in the New York City region
are somewhat prohibitive to this type,
however. Because most of the airspace in
this vicinity is used by four major jetports,
general aviation is squeezed into a thimble-full of towered airports in the outlying
areas. It is not difficult to imagine the
problems created by a relatively slow, tiny
HM.14 sharing a traffic pattern with faster,
larger aircraft. If I wanted to fly a plane
such as this, it would mean a 90-minute
drive to the far reaches of Long Island, well
outside of controlled airspace. I considered the HM.293. Properly engined, I
could at least keep pace with any Cessna
152 in the traffic pattern. The Internet gossip led to the direction of the Rodolphe
Grunberg plans, and I lost no time purchasing them from Paul Pontois. Paul is a
true gentleman, and I cherish an ongoing
exchange of ideas with him on topics far
beyond the nuts-and-bolts topics of construction.
The building of my HM.293 is progressing at a leisurely pace. Thus far, I have
completed the rudder and most of the ribs.
Deviations from the plans, aside from con6
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version of the metric dimensions to “Cowboy” dimensions, have only occurred thus
far to accommodate the Fraser airfoil. I
envision the aircraft as follows: the engine
will be a Rotax 582 with a “C” gearbox
swinging a 3-bladed Warpdrive propeller.
The fuselage will be extended to accommodate my long legs, with the accompanying lengthening of the cabane struts. A
canopy will be installed. I will be using the
same design air fuel tank as J.P. Lalevee, as
it is larger and can enable greater range
given the higher fuel consumption of the
Rotax. A tricycle landing gear configuration will be installed, in the manner of
Phillipe Balligand, except the main gear
will be fabricated from bent-up 7075-T6
aluminum rather than the ply-and-fiberglass method he described.
An interesting feature that I will be
incorporating in my design is the placement of spoilers in the rear wing in order
to improve cross wind landing behavior.
These spoilers will be imbedded into the
airfoil and placed immediately behind the
main spar on the outboard wing panels. I
am considering a number of ways to actuate the spoilers, including push-pull
cables and electric actuators. The ultimate
decision is really only a matter of human
factors engineering. This will be further
elaborated upon in a later article.
Blue skies and soft landings!
If anyone would like to contact me,
please feel free. My address is:
Christopher Frank
185-36 80th Road
Jamaica, New York 11432
E-mail: cfrank@ edony.com

Next assembly of
“Pou du Ciel”
Dunes, France
June 16, 17, & 18, 2001
This is the world’s largest Flying
Flea fly-in with plenty of airplanes
and fine French food. Alain and
Pierre MIGNET (grandson and
son) will be there with Fleas direct
from the factory giving demonstration rides. Mark your calender and make plans to attend.
More details to follow.
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Laurent’s HM.14 was actually built for
him by a Mon. Robert, an engineer with
Brittany Ferries. It was flown to Marennes
by Dominique Louapre from Rennes in
Brittany in a flight time of 2 hrs. 15 mins.
with one intermediate fueling stop.
Louapre is one of the display pilots who
works for the large Brittany Ferries crosschannel shipping ferry company who also
sponsor aircraft such as the Cri-Cri, Broussard, Zlin, and Pou at air displays throughout France. Robert used original plans
from Mignet’s 1930’s book, “Le Sport de
l’Air” in the construction of his Flea but
made some alterations including rounding the leading edges of the wing ribs and
to incorporating dihedral only at the ends
of the wings from a point 400mm (15.7
inches) from the wing tips. The fuselage
was lengthened by 300mm (12 inches) as
well to ensure there was no overlap of the
wings and the rudder enlarged to give better roll control. An additional fuel tank was
also fitted on top of the engine to give the
Flea an endurance of 2 hrs. 10 mins.
Louapre reports that he has flown this Flea
for over 50 hours now without incident, his
longest flight being last year from Rennes
in Brittany to Paris (Le Bourget) with a
flight time of 3 hrs. 30 mins. but two intermediate stops “to warm up”. This HM.14
weighs in now at 120 kgs. (264 lbs) empty
and can cruise at 130 km/hr (80 mph). If
you want it to appear at your air show then
Brittany Ferries, charge is 4,000 FF plus
expenses.
Jacques Petit is a well-traveled Flea aviator in France. He’s based at Riberac in the
Dordogne with his Mignet HM.360 singleseater Flea. Petit has been flying his VWpowered HM.360 for 14 years now without
serious incident and he claims to be a
cousin of Henri Mignet. Apparently when
he was 14 years of age Henri Mignet landed at his father’s farm in one of his Fleas
and ever since then Petit has been “bitten
by the Flea bug”.
These Mignet “disciples” were everywhere at Marennes. From Belgium
Philippe Balligand, without his HM.293
which had had a landing accident last year
and is now being rebuilt in tri-gear form.
Henri Chaix who has built the two-seat
HM.380 in Switzerland was also at
Marennes, also reporting a crash and a
current rebuild in progress. Frenchman
Jean Watteel had completed the rebuild of
his tri-gear Mignet HM.293 after a landing
accident, now having modified the nose
wheel undercarriage leg, and there were
many more. It seems you are not a fully
initiated Flea Flyer until you’ve had at least
one small incident in your Flea, usually in
cross winds with tail-dragger versions!
One of Mignet’s last designs before he died
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was the cabin Flea, the HM.390, which
sought to overcome the cross-wind landing problem with a reverse tricycle undercarriage. A new Rotax-powered ultralight
Flea at Marennes, the GM.01 demonstrated this undercarriage arrangement.
Other modern approaches to the Flea
were well in evidence at Marennes
because as well as the 25 HM.1000 Balerits
on the field there was also a new HM.290
kitplane. Rodolphe Grunbeng from
Roquefort has completely updated the single-seat Mignet HM.290 drawings, specified modern materials in the construction
details and utilized a Japanese-built 32
h.p. Robin 2-T engine for power. His
HM.290 weighs in at 120 kgs (264 lbs)
empty and has a wing area of 12.46 m2
(134 ft2). If the interest being shown in his
Flea at Marennes was anything to go by
there should be squadrons of them flying
soon!
More modern, two-seat versions of the
Flea designed by Emilien Croses and
Gilbert Landray were also much in evidence at Marennes, the Croses EC-6 Cniquet and Landray GL-1, both 100 h.p. Continental-powered but both tandem wing
designs in the true sense of the Flea. A single-seat Landray Flea-design from Chatellenault was flown in and Walter Lobet,
President of the Association des Pilotes de
Formule (APAF) had his HM.14 “Old Charlie” on display. The prototype Mignet
HM.290 built by Pierre Mignet and Jacques
Bouquet at Royan in the 1950s was on display, although looking very much the
worse for wear - the inscription on the
fuselage “Voler! Vivre une feenie!! Eiree
oiseau....dans un paradise!!” was just discernable on the faded paintwork, a quotation many 1993 Flea aviators would still
endorse. There was also a single example
of the first practical Mignet design at
Marennes, the HM.8, that Mignet had
completed in 1928 and test flown on the
beach at nearby Royan. The HM.8 at
Marennes was Emmanuel Lenin’s - he’d
built one of the first successful HM.8s in
1933 using the self-published book that
Mignet produced and articles he’d written
in the French magazine “Les Ailes”—fifty
years later Lenin had built and completed
a second HM.8 with a small Ava engine
and slightly shorter wing-span, this aircraft being roaded in to Marennes, Lenin
being now well in to his 70s.
There is undoubtably a resurgence of
interest in Flying Fleas both in Europe and
the USA. The excellent quarterly POU
REVIEW now being published for a growing circulation by Raymond “Buck” Buckland at Wooster in Ohio. With over 40 Fleas
at Marennes, the Mignet “centenaine”
bash was the biggest and best Flea meet
3
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ever. From the oysters, pate and wine at
dinner with 350 Flea fanatics crammed
into the tiny hangar at Marennes, to the
midnight firework display and the nighttime model aircraft display, the event was
totally memorable. The pictures of Henri
Mignet were displayed prominently in the
hangar with a brief resume of his life and
times. Mignet’s life and work had many
disappointments. Perhaps now, 100 years
after his birth, the importance of the man,
his aircraft designs and his awe-inspiring
spirit have at long last been recognized.
Certainly the many hundreds of Mignet
“disciples” at Marennes this August had no
doubts about this.
Geoffrey P. Jones
Useful addresses:
Modern HM.290-Rodolphe Grunbeng, 47310
Roquefort, France Tel : 53.96.77.90
HM.1000 Balerit-SEAHM, Logis des Pierrienes,
Saint Romain-deBenet, 17600 Saujon, France.
HM.360 etc.-Chris Falconar (see below)
POU REVIEW - Ray Buckland, P.O. Box 892,
Wooster, OH 44691-0892
Please note: the color photos on pages 4 and 5 were
taken by Geoffrey Jones in the summer of 1993 at the
centenary celebrations of Henri Mignet’s birth.

Resources
Fraser Aero Technology Company
4442 E. Justice Circle
Orange, CA 92869, U.S.A.
email:rcfraser@pacbell.net
Fax 714-538-6383
Phone 714-538-2786
Custom Full Size F4Fras 13 Airfoil
Rib Outline Set For The Outer Wing
Panel Style-Grunberg HM.293
Building HM.160, vast and varied building
experience.
Julius Junge
14860 Watson Rd #3
Von Orney, TX 78073
210-628-1251
E-mail: julius@wireweb.net
Plans, material, parts
Chris B. Falconar
Falconar Avia Inc.
11343-104 Street
Edmonton, Alberta
CANADA T5C-2K7
E-mail: falconar@tic.ab.ca
HM.293 plans
Fred Byron
17 Frances Ave
Wollongbar 2477, NSW
AUSTRALIA
Ph+61 2 66281932
Fax +61 2 66281774
E-mail: fwbv@nor.com.au
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Utilizing a reverse tricycle undercarriage
this Rotax powered
GM01 Flea is in the
Freuds ULM (ultralight) category.

Jacques Petit gets
airborne in his VW
powered Mignet
HM.360 that he’s
been flying continuously.

First Quarter, 2001
Pierre MIGNET
22, Rue Albin de Laage
17100 SAINTES, FRANCE
Tel. 46.93.20.72
Saintes, November 22, 2000
Dear Mr. Campbell,
POU REVIEW comes to an end. Welcome to
POU RENEW! Yes, unfortunately, our friend
Raymond Buckland, too busy, cannot go on with
his link between Pouers that he created.

The continuation of a newsletter is
welcome. Plans for my HM.290-E
were purchased from Falconar Aircraft. Covering is 1.6 oz. Ceconite and
painting is Stits process. I am painting
wings (at present) with Poly-tone
Nevada Silver and plan to use the FUJI
336 CC shown. (Photos taken Sept. 15,
2000). Photos of a finished Flea will be
sent in the near future.
Cedric Reed
130 North Park Dr.
Canton, IL 61520

Andre’ Janoszewski’s
lovely HM.14 has a
Rotax 447 and a
ballistic, safety
parachute just behind
the pilot’s head.

An assortment of
Fleas in front of the
small hangar at
Marennes including
the 1950’s prototype
of the HM.290 in the
foreground.

POU REVIEW, POU RENEW: almost the
same word with, for the second, not only an idea
to not interrupt the link, but also the idea of Flying Flea's comeback in America near the place
where it was before WWII.

Another HM.14 that’s
flying today behind
Rotax power is Walter
Lobet’s example.

Rodolphe Grunberg
from Roquefort had
redesigned and
redrawn the HM.290
plans, suitable for the
32 h.p. Robin engine
now fitted.

A varied lineup of
Fleas with the
Marennes-based,
40 h.p. Salmson
radial engine MG01
in the foreground.

DAF car engine
conversion fitted to
a single seat Mignet
HM.293.

Photos on pages 4 and 5 were taken in
1993 by Geoffrey P. Jones,
Aviation Photographs.
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At the end of the 30s, Henri Mignet was
called to Chicago by a group of businessmen
convinced that Pou-du-Ciel's manufacture
would be an interesting and profitable business.
A few months later, with Claude Coulange's
management and young Frank Easton's assistance and faithful friendship three prototypes
were flying. WWII happened, Mignet must
return to France, without the main leader, American Mignet Aircraft Co. fell asleep. And then
dead.
I know that your wish Don, is to renew with
Mignet's aircrafts presence in America, then not
only with the link, but also you brought several
Pou-du-Ciels to Brodhead’s Fly-in and foresee a
Pou-du-Ciel pilotage school for when administrative problems will be over.

Flown from Rennes to
Marennes in a flying
time of 2 hrs. 15 min.,
this HM.14 is owned
by pilot Dominique
Louapre.

Here is a picture of my Italian Flea
(Deno) that I gave Michael Lee in
Michigan, since I am aging out. I have
enclosed an early article of Powell
Crosley’s HM.14 Flea.
Bruce Hutton
311 Kristin Ct.
Umatilla, FL 32784-9526
Glad to hear about the POU
RENEW. Look forward to seeing it.
Thanks,
W. Larry Nelson
P.O. Box 874
Carmichael, CA 95609-0874

Fortunately, thanks to you, Don, also Poudu-Ciel enthusiast, the link continues with your
POU - RENEW. What a good idea! All the Pouers
do thank Buck for the good work he made, and
you are making and will make.

With together Buck's Flying Flea Archive
USA, P.O. BOX 892 Wooster, Ohio, 44691-0892.
Phone/fax 216-377-5013 for the past several
beautiful Pou-du-Ciel in flight (among others,
those of Frank Easton, Ph. Howell, J. McWorther,
S. Grapp & M. Geten) for the present time and
your initiatives for the future, American Pou-duCiel will quickly be quite established in its
together ancient and new home.
A Landry version of
the Flea, this version
is powered by a VW
conversion and flown
in from Chatellerault.

Photos on pages 4 and 5 were taken in
1993 by Geoffrey P. Jones,
Aviation Photographs.
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From the bottom of my heart, I thank all the
American Pouers and especially yourself, my
dear friend Donald Campbell, for your tribute to
our well beloved Patron-Saint.
And good luck to POU - RENEW!
Pierre MIGNET

